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Covariant derivative

Group algebra

Adjoint represebtaion

Field strength 
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Field content
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Auxiliary fieldMassless gauge boson
(2 bosonic degrees of freedom)

Left handed massless fermion
and antifermion
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where

Gauge transformation



Gaugino (adjoint rep.)             Covariant derivative
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SU(2) U(1)

What are the interactions of  gauginos with  gauge bosons?
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Integrating out the auxiliary field

Zero or positive



U(1) gauge theory
Super-potential

Minimizing  the potential

can be made real
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solution



• Remember that
• Minimizing D-term 
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Covariant kinetic term for chiral field

Mass  for gauge field


Scalar dynamical modes

Mass for this scalar mode comes from
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Four  bosonic degrees of freedom with  
Mass

Four  fermionic degrees of freedom with  
mass

What about the rest of degrees of freedom?
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Three degrees of freedom in vector boson plus
the scalar

A full Dirac field



Taking the transformation we should 
check that 

And all pieces of Lagrangian that we 
wrote remains invariant.

Straightforward but tedious 
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Reminder: Chiral superfield

General real valued superfield
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To remove linear terms in     and         
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The same

Gauge transformation
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Lagrangian we want

Susy
transformation Total 

derivative

Obviously susy
invariant because



Fermion anticommutation
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Let us define



Gauge transformation
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Gauge field strength 

Gauge kinetic term



Remember that that whole fields have to 
be supersymmterized.
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The gauge sector
SU(3)   SU(2)    U(1)                      
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OK???
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To maintain anomaly cancelation we need more than one Higgs doublet
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CKM matrix:
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Higgs boson and all SM particles are 
parity even.

The supersymmetric particles are all 
parity odd.
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LSP is dark matter

LSP cannot be charged or colored.
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What are  f and S?
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